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Abstract. Autonomous software agents are often claimed to become a newgeneration of tools facilitating effi-
cient management of information. While a number of possibleagent application areas can be found in the literature,
support for “academic mobility” is not one of them. At the same time student mobility is one of the important
objectives within the European Union and, as we argue in thispaper, software agents could be used to streamline ad-
ministrative processes involved in setting up student participation and help students that are interested in it as wellas
administrative units that have to support it. In this paper we introduce an agent system designed to facilitate student
mobility, present UML diagrams of agents of that system and discuss an initial implementation of a system-skeleton.
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1. Introduction. One of the more important current goals that the European Union is
striving at achieving (with only limited success) is socialmobility. In this context, one of
promising ways of achieving future social mobility is through various forms of “academic
mobility” involving students and faculty members of EU-located institutions of higher learn-
ing visiting other such institutions. Mobility of “academicians” is supported financially
through a number of Marie Curie Mobility Programs. There, programs like Socrates and
Mundus are designed, among others, to allow students to visit universities in other EU coun-
tries and spend there one or two semesters, while obtaining aliving stipend from the EU.
Such a visit is possible when: (a) two universities have a bilateral agreement and (b) student
applies to the program and is accepted (if there are more interested students than the agreed
number of exchanges, wins a competition). Note that facultymembers can be also a part
of Socrates/Mundus agreements and therefore results presented here canbe extended into
support of faculty mobility, but they are outside of scope ofour current interest.

Obviously, arranging a student visit involves a large number of administrative steps and
further steps are also required post completion of a visit. Fulfillment of all necessary require-
ments is a tedious task and takes a lot of energy on the part of the student and resources on
the part of the University.

As it was suggested in [8, 12, 16] autonomous software agentsare one of best possible
approaches to manage and deliver personalized informationin large complex environment.
Recently a few research projects have attempted at pursuingthis suggestion. One of impor-
tant projects in this area is the EU-funded—Pellucid [10, 18, 13, 14, 15]. Pellucid attempted
at tackling management of experience in public organizations, particularly those aspects of
experience management related to organizational mobility(e.g. movement or circulation of
staff from one unit to another—within an organization). The basicmetaphor for experience
management is that of an intelligent assistant that looks over oneâ̆Aňs shoulder and answers
questions one might have at a particular point of work. Such an assistant detects that an em-
ployee is working in a particular context, offers knowledge resources that facilitate her work.
To this end, the Pellucid platform integrates technologiessuch as autonomous cooperating
agents, organizational memory, workflow and process modeling, and metadata for accessing
document repositories [11]. In the context of our work, ubiquitous intelligent access to doc-
ument repositories and document flow modeling are of particular interest. Results obtained
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within the Pellucid project were somewhat similar to research on utilizing software agents
in document flow reported in [1, 2]. Finally, in [9] a schema ofan architecture of the X-
DoC WFMS project, which involves conceptualization and implementation of a workflow
management system in Graduate Admission Process, was presented.

Following these suggestions we have decided to develop an agent system that would fa-
cilitate and support a different aspect of “student management”— SOCRATES-type mobility
program(s). Results presented here are an extension of workreported in [3, 4].

We proceed as follows. In the next section we summarize stepsthat have to be under-
taken by a student who would like to participate in a mobilityprogram. We follow with the
description of the design of an agent system and details of its implementation and, in Section
4, discuss the performance of the system. We complete paper with a brief description of our
future research directions.

2. Student mobility — what has to happen?Let us consider two EU-based institu-
tions of higher learning that are to be involved in a Socrates-type student exchange program.
While there exists a number of possible names for such institutions (e.g. college, academia,
university etc.), hereafter we will use a nameuniversityto simplify the description. The first
thing that is happen is that two, or more, universities have to sign a bilateral agreement and
report it to the “central-Socrates-agency” (in Brussels).It is only after this agreement is of-
ficially registered with such an EU-agency when students canbe accepted into the program.
Since the agreements are typically signed by InternationalOffices of each university, they are
in some ways outside of bound of our system (for more details see below).

Administrative steps that lead to student participation inthe program involve a number
of administrative units within both universities. Nowadays, even in countries like Poland
or Romania, we can observe fast increasing role of electronically stored and processed data
within universities (e.g. student records). Furthermore some universities already provide an
interface that allows students to check items like: course-schedule, upcoming exams, earned
credits etc. Finally, almost all students and most faculty members and administrators com-
municate using e-mail (to a lesser or greater extent). Thus there exist basis for developing
system like the one outlined here. Let us now conceptualize situation when a student from an
EU-located university wishes to participate in a Socrates-type student exchange program. We
assume here that her home university has already a number of bilateral Socrates-agreements
signed and registered with the central agency. In this case the following steps have to be
completed (see also Figure 2.1):

• before departure
(1) Selecting foreign university
(2) Applying to the program
(3) Being accepted to a particular exchange
(4) Delivering all necessary data appropriate administrative units both at the local

and the foreign university
(5) Organizing a place to live at the foreign site

• after arrival at foreign university:
(6) Contacting appropriate department at the host university
(7) Arranging the schedule of courses to be taken
(8) Managing courses and credits required to meet the requirements of the ex-

change program
• after returning to the home-university:

(9) Completing a survey or delivering a report to the home-site coordinator.
In current practice, the first four steps involve mostly interactions between the student

and the Dean’s Office at her local university, as well as an information exchange with the lo-
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F. 2.1.System Summary; interactions between agents

cal exchange program coordinator. Let us note here, that thesituation when multiple students
are interested in a limited number of openings within an exchange program is handled in (3)
“being accepted to a particular exchange”. There a “competition” takes place and an appro-
priate number of students are selected. What is particularly interesting from our perspective
is answer to the question, what happens to these students whodid not qualify to a given
exchange. As it becomes clear below, our proposed system allows such students, in a very
natural way, becoming involved in subsequent “competitions” (if any available exchanges re-
main unfilled). Step (5) is often completed “automatically”by an office at the host institution
that receives information about incoming exchange students as a part of the document circula-
tion involved in steps (1)–(4). Otherwise, student has to search a flat or to communicate with
a separate organization which supervises dormitories/apartment rental. After arriving at the
chosen university student has to contact the host department to arrange the course schedule in
such a way to fulfill the requirements of the program (e.g. to accumulate a required number
of credits, to study subject areas that were covered by the bilateral agreement etc.).

In all universities, appropriately prepared to handle exchange students, steps (1)–(4),
(6)–(8) or (9) don’t present problems when considered independently (even if they are not
supported by electronic means of communication and thus unnecessarily tedious). Problems
materialize when all steps have to be completed “together” and thus, when various documents
have to circulate between different units within university; between different units in different
(foreign) universities and, finally, between these units (both local and foreign) and the student.
Moreover, since not every university supports electronic data management to the same extent
(and some universities in countries like Bulgaria, have only a very minimal IT support in
administration), it is often the case that an extremely large number of documents have to be
transferred “manually”. This involves sending letters, faxes, receipts (in case of organizing
a flat) and/or numerous telephone calls. In it particularly in this regard that the proposed
system, described in the next section, is expected to be particularly helpful.

3. Student mobility — proposed agent system.The main idea of our project is to de-
velop a solution which would make formalities of taking partin a student exchange program
simpler, and also reduce number of issues that presently have to be dealt with “face-to-face.”
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F. 3.1.Student Agent State diagram

We propose a system that would facilitate semi-automatic (and possibly even automatic) deci-
sion making and enable fully automatic flow of information required to establish participation
in an exchange program. Furthermore, as the system develops, it could completely remove
humans from the process (other than the student expressing adesire to participate in it). Let
us start from summarizing (in Figure 2.1) the proposed flow ofactivities. Here, we have
divided the functionalities into the following agents:

Student Agent(SA) is an interface between the student and the system and is also stu-
dents’ “representative.” Following the line of reasoning presented in [3, 4, 10] it is assumed
that in the university of the future theSAwill be able to organize or provide view of students’
schedule, check the total number of credits acquired thus far, make an appointment with a
professor and/or advisor etc. In this way theSA is a limited case of well-known (in agent
literature) paradigmatic concept of a “personal agent” [12]. In our current system, theSA,
plays an even more limited role and represents the student only in organizing his participa-
tion in the student-exchange program. After the student is accepted and arrives at the foreign
university, theSAcommunicates with theDepartment Agentat the host university and sup-
plies the exchange student with all required information. Among others, it helps student to
arrange his course schedule. While in Figure 2.1 we can see the top level view of all inter-
actions with other agents that theSA is involved in, in Figure 3.1 we present the complete
UML state diagram of this agent. The MCDM stands for Multicriterial Decision Making (the
same demarcation is used also in the case of the Local Office Agent) and denotes the fact
that in a full-blown, mature system implementation this step of agent operation involves an
optimization procedure that leads to a decision. In the caseof theSAthe decision where to
study could involve a very large number of criteria such as, geographical location (e.g. stu-
dent wants to go where climate is warm), particular country (e.g. student does not want to go
to France), program of study (e.g. student is interested in e-commerce and not in theoretical
foundations of computer science) etc. Note that the blue (grey) box Studying involves a large
number of steps (the same notation is used across the paper).Inside of the Studying box, one
more MCDM is enclosed. This one involves selection of class schedule. Here, among others,
decisions balancing interest in subject with willingness to wake up at 7 AM could be made.

In our system, theLocal Office Agent(LOA) acts as a coordinator of the Socrates pro-
gram (and even its diagram shows this by indicating that in most part theLOA “services”
received messages).LOA stores information about universities that currently havebilateral
agreements with its university. This list is constructed onthe basis of messages obtained
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F. 3.2.Local Office Agent State diagram

from the Notification Agency agent. Here we have to recall that signing bilateral agreements
is the domain of International Offices. The way our system works, these offices have to notify
the Notification Agency agent first and that agent has to notify the LOA that it is ready to
accept students within the purview of a given exchange (sucha notification contains also all
necessary information, including appropriate deadlines). Otherwise it would be possible that
theLOA would accept students to the program that the Notification Agency would not yet be
ready to service. TheLOA exchanges appropriate messages required to set up departure of a
student to another university and handles student returning back home form an exchange. In
Figure 3.2 we present the complete UML state diagram of this agent. Note the Considering
Applications, box (appearing within that Figure). In the proposed system Student applica-
tions are accepted until a certain deadline. When the deadline passes, they are pre-processed
first to eliminate students who do not satisfy initial selection criteria (e.g. at a given Univer-
sity students who have not completed successfully previoussemesters may not be allowed
to participate in the exchange program). The remaining applications are considered using an
MCDM, the details of which are likely to be institution dependent (e.g. at a given University,
the Grade Point Average (GPA) in the core courses may be more important than the overall
GPA).

Notification Agency(NA) represents offices (“in Brussels”) that supervise the student
exchange program (including the financial matters). In our system, theNAhas two functions:
(1) the above described bilateral agreement management; each such agreement has to be
registered with theNA that in turn notifies theLOA and the∗LOA that it is ready to service it,
and (2) student participation management. Specifically, theNA has to be notified that a given
student is to participate in an exchange program. In response theNAvalidates the proposal to
assure that it adheres to the rules of the program (also to check if the limits of participation in a
given program have not been somehow breached). When a given proposal has been positively
validated (1) one of the spots available in the negotiated bilateral agreement is taken and (2) a
given student will be funded by the Socrates scholarship. InFigure 3.3 we present a complete
UML diagram of theNA agent.

Department Agents(DA) may be conceptualized as a virtual combination of a depart-
ment head and secretary. One such agent is created for each individual departments of each
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F. 3.3.Notification Agency state diagram

university. These agents are envisioned to be responsible for courses offered during a given
semester, course schedules, and calculation of ECTS, etc. Since most of functionality of this
agent is related to the functioning of the university ratherthan to our system and falls mostly
beyond the scope of our work, we have decided to omit its detailed UML-based conceptual-
ization.

Finally, the∗Local Office Agent(∗LOA) is theLOA counterpart at the foreign host insti-
tution. In other words, the∗LOA is theLOA of the foreign university.

3.1. Agent Interactions. Let us now list interactions between agents that take place
when theSAattempts at arranging the exchange program for the student (see Figure 2.1). We
assume that the system has been initialized, that theNAhas send the list of confirmed bilateral
agreements to theLOÁ s residing in the system etc. In other words, the system is ready to
service students. In this stage, student has communicated with her SAand established the
selection criteria (e.g. country, subject area, etc.). Then, the system performs the following
actions (working autonomously — as we assume that when student specifies requirements,
agents make all decisions). Note that communication between agents is achieved through
exchange of standard ACL messages.

(1) SAsends search request to theLOA to get addresses of all foreign universities that
herLOA has bilateral agreements signed with (in the specified field of study)

(2) upon reception of the address list, theSAsends messages to all of them, requesting
information about local requirements/arrangements/possibilities

(3) foreignDAs(∗DAs) reply providing requested details
(4) SAperforms multicriterial optimization (MCDM) and selects one or more of avail-

able universities as the place where the student should go for the exchange
(5) SAinforms the student about possibilities and suggests whichone to choose (to be

able to run the system automatically we have removed this step and replaced it with
a fully automatic selection process)

(6) SAsends to theLOA an application to the selected university and upon receiving
confirmation that the application has been received suspends itself until a decision
is reached (theLOA is assumed to process applications in batches after certaindead-
lines)

(7) LOA informs theSAif student qualified for the exchange — if student did not qualify,
theSAgoes back to 5-above and the process repeats
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(8) LOA informs the NA that a given student was selected to participate in a given stu-
dent exchange and waits for confirmation

(9) when theNAvalidates the request it confirms it by sending message back to theLOA
(10) LOA sends all of the necessary documents for the student to become a part of the

exchange program to the (host)∗LOA and obtains confirmation
(11) ∗LOA registers an incoming exchange student (her/hisSAis also registered with the

local system)
(12) SAmoves to the foreign host
(13) SAcontacts appropriate∗DA
(14) ∗DA informs theSAabout courses available
(15) SAperforms multicriterial optimization and on the basis of knowledge of student

preferences and selects courses that match them
(16) SAinforms the∗DA that student completed scheduled courses (currently, to test the

system, we have implemented a simple automatic selection, but a realistic system
should involve student in the decision-making process; both possibilities are covered
by the Studying box in Figure 3.1)

(17) ∗DA informs theSAand the∗LOA how many ECTS student accumulated
(18) ∗LOA “allows” the SAto go home
(19) SAmoves to its home container
(20) ∗LOA informsLOAabout results of student exchange program participation (grades,

ETCS, etc.)
Obviously, at this stage of the project the multicriteria decision making processes, men-

tioned above in points (4) and (14), have been replaced with aset of very simplistic selection
procedures. However, delving into decision making was not of our current interest and is
definitely outside of the scope of this paper. What we were interested was to develop the
system skeleton and illustrate experimentally that it works. To show that agents communi-
cate accordingly to the specification and that agent mobility is appropriately utilized to work
in unison with proposed student mobility. As illustrated inthe next section, we have fully
achieved this goal.

4. System implementation and operation.The proposed system has been implemen-
ted in JADE 3.3 [7]. In a JADE based agent system, all agents exist within a platform that
can be spread among multiple computers. Within a platform, agents reside in and move
betweencontainers. In our experimental setup, every container represents oneuniversity.
We have insertedLOAs andDAs into each container (recall that aLOA can play a role of a
∗LOA depending on the direction of the proposed student exchange). Additionally anNA is
created in the Main-container (the Main-container is the name used by JADE for the “system”
container that is created when JADE platform is started for the first time). After the system is
initialized in this way we can create as manySAs as we need.

A “single” system run involves anSA performing all necessary steps to organize the
exchange program for its student-master. As noted, in our current implementation we use
very simple selection criteria, i.e. the place where the exchange program was to take place
was selected on the basis of only two student preferences: field of study and number of
ECTS credits she gathered thus far. An example of a system runis represented in Figures
4.1-4.3 (here the, JADE provided, Sniffer Agent which “records” all messages incoming to
and originating from agents, it was told to “sniff,” was used to indicate the operation of the
system).

In the experiment we observe a sample scenario involving fiveuniversities (located at
five separate computers): UNIV1, UNIV2, UNIV3, UNIV4, UNIV5. At the UNIV1, DAs
representing IT and Biology departments have been created.Similarly, at the UNIV2 we
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F. 4.1.Sniffer Agent report for the Initial Part of Experiment 1

F. 4.2.Sniffer Agent report ofSA creation (Experiment 1)

see departments of IT and Chemistry, at the UNIV3 departments of Philosophy and Mathe-
matics, at the UNIV4 departments of IT and Mathematics, while at the UNIV5 departments
Medicine and Biology. In Figure 4.1 we see the Initial Part ofthe experiment, where theLOA
agents register with the NA. Furthermore, anSAwas created within container representing the
UNIV1 university. This agent registers with itsLOA and later requests addresses of available
exchange programs that are of possible interest to its student-master. This process is depicted
in Figure 4.2

Finally, in Figure 4.3 we observe the moment when theSAarrives at the UNIV4 uni-
versity. The main point of this scenario is for an IT student at the UNIV1 to arrange (and
complete) an exchange with the IT department at the UNIV4 andthis mission is accom-
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F. 4.3.Sniffer Agent reportSA arrives at the UNIV4 university (Experiment 1)

plished.
In a separate experiment, using the psexec scripting program [17] we have created 22

containers representing 22 universities (located in 22 countries), on 20 separate, networked
computers. We have then placed “random” departments on eachone of them and successfully
run experiments with “students” (SAs) seeking exchange programs among all of these univer-
sity departments (computers). A sample screen representing this experiment is presented in
Figure 4.4. Finally we have experimented with a “mixed environment.” For instance we have
run the Main-container on a Linux-based laptop, while the remaining computers have been
running Windows. We have observed no problems in any of trialruns. More details of these
experiments (involving an earlier, somewhat less sophisticated version of the system) can be
found in [3, 4].

5. Concluding remarks. Our project, in its current stage, illustrates the most impor-
tant (from the point of view of agent system design and implementation) features of system
that would enable student mobility automation. Those are: mobility, communication, regis-
tration, searching etc. Furthermore, the system skeleton has been implemented and shown
experimentally to work (even though, we have to admit, utilizing an extremely simplified sets
of rules for decision making, selection etc.). We were able to run experiments on a single
network, utilizing up to 20 computers, including mixed Linux-Windows setup and found no
problems. One of the important issues that have to be considered when constructing agent
systems is that each such a system has to reflect the real world. Our example shows potential
of software agents to automate an existing real-world scenario. In the next steps of the de-
velopment of this system, we will attempt at making it to resemble the reality even more, by
focusing on developing and implementing the following features:

(1) Student Agent personalization (agent that actually knows what its student-master
really “wants” and is able to truly represent her interests). In this context, we will
have to find a way to represent user profile and this representation will have to be
tied to the ontologies of “world of academia” that will have to be developed (see
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F. 4.4.System run representing 22 countries (1 university per country); partial report form the sniffer agent

4. below). A proposal how to tie ontologies and user profiles has been recently put
forward in [5, 6].

(2) Adding functions to the Department Agent that would extend the communication be-
tween theDA and theSAand facilitate possibility of developing the MCDM module
that is to select the student-optimal course schedule.

(3) Adding more intelligent decision making components (MCDM modules), so that
selections are based on a realistically selected set of criteria. We do not assume that
our goal has to be to develop fully-functional modules, but rather establish which
technology should be used to seamlessly integrate it into the system under develop-
ment.

(4) Making communication between agents more realistic by developing and/or utiliz-
ing existing ontologies and negotiation protocols concerning various aspects of “aca-
demic life”.

(5) Moreover, performing international tests (computers located in different countries)
is compulsory as what we want to achieve is globally working system.

We will be reporting on our progress in the near future.
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